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FOREWORD 4

Thirlandpook was first published, in mul-
tIllthed form, In 1965 for the guldapce ofstaffmem-
be'rs of the'Datly Trojan and of sludenta in writing .-
and editing classes in the School of Journalism.
A revised second edition, in the present format,
was published in 100. Valuabi advice and alit-
dim .in reparing this was con-
tribute y three senior editors title DaikTrojan,
Berner Beck, Richard Wistindit, and Peter Wong.
This edition was published for the School of Jour-
nalism by the University of southern California
Press und6r the direction If Clarence N. Ander-
son, university editor' 1
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anyohe Seriously
intereste*Cip publications or
infoimational work of any kind;
working on the Daily trojandnay
easily be the indst valuithle
experience of his tiniverOty
career. There is no pleparation
for journalism that compares
with actual publication of a
newspapet. Students in the
School of Journalism are for-
tunate to lie ab)e to benefit from
ansarrangement under which
work on the Daily Trojan is avail-
able in connection with writing

\ and 'editing classes. .

.,.
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Advetneenvnt
There are about a doz en

salaried positions,on the Daily
6 Trojan. The expierience and the

..prpstige to b*g5ltio froti,these
positions are more Important
than the "money,..however,s,
Advanceident conies to thoie
who show initiative andinterest.v,
It is not enough just to report for.

:lab sessions; there is too mucfi
. I to learn,Staffmetnbers who,volit,

tinteer their services on dams
besides those when they are
required to work art the ones
likeliest to advance.

Intelligence and writing obit-
ity are great helps, but they are
nbt enough hytheniselveg. Inter-

, est, energy, and willingness to

\
work dte equally impo(tant, and
sometimes more so. Every year
we haVe good writers whe.get
nowhereon the Daily Trojan

, because they have not *tied
. themselves to find out What. '".,

, . makes things tick, °End to ma)te
Nfthemselves as useatpossible.

- : Staff members who ,show ,
potentialsnre deliberately ..

,,shifted from one assignment to:**
t another with the object of

&looming them for bigger things
and at the same time giving them- ,

an opportunity to pr ve them-
selves. , '.

Eligibility
Membership on the staff is

open to any regularly enrolled
student. it is not necessary to be
a major in any journgfism ke-
quenee, nor even tollake any
journalistrrcotirses. In practice ,

however, nearly all staff mem.-
bers are enrolled in journalism

.. courses.

sl Students with ambitions to
advance on the Daily Trojan or
tkmake careers, in journa'lism
cannot starbwork on the staff too
soon. jt is not necessary to wait
until enrolling in a reporting
class to loth the staff; fre,stmen
are invited to sign up at once.
Similarly, reporters whd aspire
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to advance should 'seek expert
ence in copyreading and idwork
at the. University,Press, where
composition and page makeup
are kne, without walling until
they are enrolled in the
copyreading class (Journalism .*r.
207).

Censorship:

.Altbotigh:the adviser to the
Daffy Trojan works closely with '
thp staff, his role extends to
technical matters alonewrit-.

ing, editing, headlines, and
makeup. The..re is no censorship
of the Content of theDaily,Trojanc
by anyone, faculty or otherwise.
The decisions on what is to be
printed, both news andilditori-
as, rest with the editor and the
staff mnmberflo whom the
editor delegates this authority.

The labonratory sessions ars
tpccarried on under. the direct

vsuperVision of theetudent
e tors. Closacontact with them'
s maintained by the fact4ty con-
cerned, hoWever, to judge the

J quality of work being dpne by
each student so thafit may figure
into the edurse glade'

a

Discipline

The-authority of the editor and
his subordinates is final. Argu-
ing with the decisions of the
editors cannot be tolerated, nor
can insilbordioation. Staff mem-

. bers damage their chances for
promotion byacquiring reputa-
tions for being argumentative
and uncooperative. No onecan
give orders who has not first
learned to take, them.

49

qocvcrtitioln
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t Among the qualities essential
to advancement on "the Daily
Trojan is the ability to, gej along .

--with tiecfple. Beginners should
,iticiw'a willingness Ip !Fem.-10
takeliptruction, and to follow
orders. By the same token, staff
members Who use their first po-
sitions of supervision or respon-
sibility to be dictatorial or
unreasonable' are unlikely to go'
any farther. Teamwork ts-as
essential he,re'as it 9s in tiny
coopprative activity,Arguing,
dellancp,.anii insubordination
only hinder the job digetting out
the paper, and inereaSe,the
chances of,error. (n learning to
work harmoniously with others,
staff members have the oppor-
tunity to acquire -a faculty that
will setve that tngreat advan-
tage all throulth life, no matter
that vocation they pursueand
(his ability often is more impor
'tent to advancement than talent,

Many of the new reporters
each semester' are fOrmer high
seho'ol and }tinier college
editors'. They do not always d
it easy to adjust to suddenly cl-

ing themselves iii subordinate
positioni,Sometimes they think °

they know more than the editors
they are assigned to work for,
and sometimes they may be
right, But everyone, must pipe

'himselffrothsctatch on the Daily
Trojan.(faking a high-handed or
Superior attitude is no way to
make a good Impression as a,
beginner, no matter how much
ane knows.

The Daily Trojan',s Job
Staff members of the Daily

Trojai: should keep in inindthat
the newspaper serves several



important (Unctions. First, it is
, the chiefmedium olommunica-

tion for the university commu-
nity, and as such it Is cdh'sidered
important enough so that it con-
tinues to publish etrIng the
summer, though on a reduced
basis, when the population on
campus is relativelymall
as alteady,potnted out, it is ,the
laboratory in which Ildure jour-
nalists learn and practice their,

Standards of Publication
We cannot exercise too Mitch

care' in doing as good a Job as '
pbssible. Misspelled names and;
words and factual errors reflect
discredit on the whole staff,.and

. tend to make the paperon object
of mistrust and even ridicule.
College dailiestend to be judged
by their readers by much the
same standards' apnifed to pro-

. fessionally,produced papers,
`' ;even though they-are being pro-
' duced by' tudents, In away

is not fair.. But staff members
should and do usually regard
tht5 as a great challenge. The
faclis that the typical college
daily in this,country Is techni-
cally sdperior to the average.
professional daily, but this is
nothing to brag(about. We. must

'aim for thp standards:of the
BEST newspapers. '

The Daily Trojan staff has a,
responsibilitP to reflect credit

'en the university. This can be
done in many ways. first, by
being ae careful and accurate
and as technically competent as
possalle:.Next, by practicing
RESPONSIBLE journalism. The
duty to reflect credit on the uni-
versity does not mean abstaining
from criticism. Criticism can be
useful and constructive, and the

administration has shown no
signs of a desire to squelch or
even hobble criticism. "
Repponsibility'

But with heeciOrn must come
responsibility and 'fairness.
News stories that contain criti-
cism's of some pefion or activity
should also iticludb a statement
of the 'other Bide of the question. )

1, Talk with a ;spokesman for the
activity Criticized anci get HIS
version of the matter before
rushing inty'rint. 411.ege jour-
nalists 'sometimes go 'off half
Rocked. Controversial questions

I do not necessarily'have two.
.sides; often they have several
sides, and the responsible jour-
nalist giveinvttieall a fair hear-

g. Writers ofeditorials and col-
umns shoqd also exert every
effort th inliornf themselves on
ALL SIDES of the issue tieing
discussed;The Writer may come

`to either an adveise or a corn;
ihendatory conclusion, but his
editctrial will Ve better bal. -

anced, more considered, and .
more persuasive-for having
teken.account of the opposing
argument's.

The editor should take great
pains tofal rly reflect community ,

'opinion by publishing letters to
the editor. A special effort must
be made to `give a hearing to i
readers who are critical of new

, stories, whp djsagre4 with
editorials, or who point out fac-
tual errors.

:r:'

EditOrials
No editorial should be based

on a Campus development that,
has not bepn reported In the

, news columns. To do otherwise
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in effect makes the editorial col-
umn the vehicle of repOrting,
and that is not its function; its
['Unction is analysis, comment,
and opinion. An editorial may,
of course, appear simultane-
ously With a news story on which
it

Publicizing Elients
. Although His the duty 'of the

DailiTrojaty to pulpiciie evonts.
on the campus, this rhust not be
done at the expense of news
values. There have been times.

' example, when unimportant
events were publicized with dis-
proPortionate -citsplai head-
lines; which !eft rowhere\tVgo
When an event of the firstimpor-
lance came along. Headlines
and 'Vey should be aIsigned. on
the'bash of relative interest and
importance. Editors should also

.gtiard aghinit overplaying,
advance announcements of

''events by rtinnipg similar
stories dtiy after day-This bores
the reader, detracts from the

2 space .avanabtefor new news,
,and in fact defeats the purpose
'ofdpublicizing the event..lt tends
to, make the Daily Trojan a dull
paper.
'.If an advatxe announcement
is lobe repeated at:any length,
it should not simplx be° a rear-,
rangenient of facts previously
preseated to the reader. The
succeeding story, should. have a
new angle and preferably a
whole new approach. Repetition
Winton-nation in inuchsthe same
form makes aenewspapertake on
much the 'same character as a'
wastebasket, and tends to
arouse about as-much intelest

' the reader. The city editor, ift
. particular, Should be alert to

ea 1

_what has run, in what form, and
vat what length, to prevent undue,
repetition.

Writing to Size
Ii4tead of hs,iigning a story to

bd,written to a given length so
will,fili a, space of given

size it,is better to iiive the story
wha it eserves, and have ready
enough 'short (two-Paragraph to
so),Itoiles to plug holes. When'
a story h'as to Ile *xpandedtwo
or awe inches. to fill out a hole

, in the dummy, padding and loss,
of Interest result. Shorts
selected Nr page one should,,of
course, beisomething Of interest.
Brief rewrites of News Bureau

'handouts may serve this pur-
pose.

Go,od Houseke'eping
The city editor and the news.

editor are responsible for slming
thakthe city room add the
copyreading room are kept in a
reasonable state of order. Files
shoplci be returned to their
plaies after they are used.
Papers and debris of any kind

"should not be allowed to
accumulate on desk or table
tops. Trakatid dishes shoiad be
returned to the dr111. Thisr copy-
desk should be cleared off rherik
staff or class members leave the
pont

Keeping Posted
It is essential that every

member, of the staff READ
CAREFULLY through the'Daity
Trojan every day. !This. Is a pro-'



fessional responsibility. There
is no'other way to,aiquirre the .

-inforination'necessary to write
and edit the, news intelligently
as it developi from ddy to day.

It is a primary responsibility
of the city editor to keep a
datebook in which future events
are noted, so that radvanti
notices and coverage may be
given'in an ,orderly manner.
Scrupulous care in making
entries in the datebook will lave
wasted effort and 'confusion.

Staff members should also
. read carefully the critical com-

ments on the content of the Daily
'Trojan that die posted on tpe city
room bulletin board. This is one
of our'prinelpal means of what
industry calls quality control. In
this way staff me,.nbers become
aware of nur errors and Short-
comingsso that they may be
avoided in the future, to the end
of steadily improving the news-
paper. Attention to these
critiques is a required part of
the instruction in the reporting
and news editing courses.

Every staff membei is
required to master, as soon as
possible, the Stylebook that con-
stitutes the last part of this book..

Reader Comes First.

This booklet is a compen4itfm
ofAuggestIons prompted b?the

problems, that-I nexperienced
reporters and copyreaders often

. 'encounter. It is Wised on-recur-
rent,difficulties and is intended
to help new staff members,avold
them, Remembir, however; that
there are few,'If any ironclad
yulis governing newspapering,
except the onb cabling for accu-
racy, factual and mechanical. If
rules get in the way of the clear-
est possible, presentitkonthe,
form thatvill get the idea gross
to the reader most effective-
ly they can and must give
way. The best rule, perhaps; is
"Lparn the rgles, so that you may
violate them wisely." The most-
important thing to remember
always is that we are working
FOR THE READER. Shortcuts
that make our ownjob easier are
to be avoided if fhek.interfere
with clitrity and readability --:.
and, generally the sliorOuts
common in Journallstie.writing
do 'interfere. Put yogrself
cOnstantly, in Your imagination,
in the place of the reader who
knows nothing about what,Yon
are setting out to tell,pini.

Although, for 5onve nience,the
material in the rest of this book-
let has been classified under
headings, all staff members
should familiarize themselves
with the whole booklet, as soon
as possible. Much ofthe material
under "Reporting' is applicable
to copfreading, and vice versa.
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REPORTING

Reporters are expected to
' keep their eyes and ears open
at ail, times k for story pos-
sibilities.The competent report-

"er does not passively wait for
.assignments, but exercises
initiative and ima4ivation to
generate ideas forstories on his

_own. Reporters are advised,
'however, to check (list with the
citl' editor before beginning
work on a story that has not been
assignid, to prevent dupliciition
of effort.There are.limitlesspos-
sibtlities for feature stories, for
example, in tellingthe history of
Ame campus feature or inttitu-

--" lion or tradition, or in describ-
; 5

iing some activity (such as the
CaMpus Police) and telling how
it. operates.

Role of the RePorter:

The reporter stands as an
interpreter and explainer
between, the news source and
the reader tThere is no excuse
for bis patting down irk a story
some statement he does not
undel-stand himself. If the repor-
ter does not understand his own
writing, how can the 'readcr be
expected to make sense Of it?

If the reporter enefunters any-
thingln an interview or In a news
release that is not completely
clear to him, it is hisresponsibil-

, 6 .

By to ask the questions and get
i'4liiforination necessary to
make it clear. -

"That's what my news source
told me" or "That's what it said

In the release"-Is no excuse for
an incomprehensible statement
in a story. It indicates only that
the reporter has fallen down on
his job.

Before turning in a story to the
city desk, the writer shouictread
through it carefully to correct
errors and improve it as mch
as poissible. eporters sho id
also notecar fully changes that
haVe been m de in their stories
as they appe r in print, with a
view- to lin erstanding the
reasons fort e changes.

The assign ent &reporters to
beats offers opportunities for
them to demonstrate eiiergy and
initiative. Reporters Should be"'
certain theitecome acquainted
with and at least occasionally
see the heads of the activities to
which they are, assigned, even
though someone else may be
designated as the source of
information to be given out. The
news source must be visited
weekly.' In many initances,
reporters might begin with a fea-
ture story about what the activity
does, how it is organized, its size,
its history, .and whatever else
might be of 'interest as a means
of introducing it to readers.



. Gathering Information

Tire competent reporter asks
his news source questions about
every aspect of the subject at
hand, and returns with afore
information than he will put in
the story. This gives him the,
background necessary to

rounded
Gopd reporting takes Initiative
and imagination on' the part of
the'reporter; iris not just a mat;
ter of passively.serving as a
receptacle or conduit for what-
ever facts the news source hap-
pent to think'of. The reporter

.should pit se himself, in his
imagination, in the place of a
reader who may to interested in
the subject but knows npthing
about it. The good reporter
develops an intelligent interest
in whatever s'ulijqct he is
assigned to write about:

Young, reporters.; are, some-.
times reluctant to ask for expls-
nations of what they do not
understand lest they should
appear ignorant. The more
experienced the reporter, how-
ever,the more questions lie asks.
It is seldom that news sources
are not glad to explain,. It is obvi-
ously much better forthe report:

;,.et to ask questions than to have
an Incomplete or puzilingstory
appear in the paper.

Libel
This is a large subject, which '

is explored in more appropriate
. detail in: journalism courses.

Thesebrief comments are
injended only as a general warn-
ing. Do not assume that student
newspabers and editors cannot
be Sued; they can and have been.
Remember, coo, that the univer-

also be held .respolisi-
ble.The gteatesttlangers
in the stories that appear in the,
Daily Trojan haye to/do with'
reflections on a perebns ability
to perform'hisjob, or on his men-
tal Competence (usually done
jokingly but a serious matter
nonethelessl. A few years ego
the paper and the, university
were threatened with suit by
doctors whom the paper had
charged with tardy'attention to
a student who died-ofa heart ail-
ment. This would have been dif-
ficult to prove if true, but the
worst part about it eras that the
paper had gone off half-cocked,
and the charge wes not true, as
the doctors were able to silo*.
Fortunately they settled for a
ret?action..

Great care should be exer-
cised in 'statements that imply
that ,a prOfestor or anyone else
is incompetent at his job. It ratty
be true', but it isdamacagand
often impossible to p:ove. The
paper is liable for what appears'
in'a letter to the editor, even
tholigh the damming statement
maybe one \vith which the paper
disagrees: ,

It is also 'very dpverous to
imply that someone does not

, have full possession of his
' faculties, eveh if this Is dOne as
a joke, or that he drinks or was

-drunk on sortie occasion, or
under the inquenee of mari-
jhana or drugs. The fact that we
,qupte someone as makinga
libelous statement does notl
place the reZOonsibility on the

, person who made the statement,
f we print it, we are responsible,

and.may beisued; Be wary of
. ANY statement that tends to

expdse someone to scorn or
ridicule. Even if true, such state-
ments may not be provable, and
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evejt if both true and provable
they may still be in bad taste or
cruel. Editorial and other ctiti-
eisms of student offleprs and We .
like should be almea at the way
they perform their duties;
beware of crib izing the person
as an tridividtt . ,.

The fact thP,t a statement is%,
made in jeste.no matter how
obviously, Ades not exempt.it

' frgnithe dancer of libel. Making
t tun of'people as individuals

requires very deft handling to
avoid both libel and bad taste. ,

`Ventures Into satire 0 SoCat
f

exhibited

do occasion have
exhibited incredible le,rtleley
against the defenseles .

Editors who are/ doubt
whether some stet rnent they

. are eonsideringoPublishing may
be libelous should seek expert
advice on the matter. i,)

Most problems of libel, how- ,

ever, arise not mkt of deliber-
atelyeritical statements but outs
of carelessnesVwith small facts,
such as names and identifica-

btions 0 o; from sloppy writing in
which ,,the wr.tef actually con-
veys somett;ing different, from
what.he intended.

Taste
,

The-appearance of four-letter
words and occasionally of pic-
ttdet that.offend traditional
standards of propriety has pre-
sented problems in the, college
press in recent!years. The

'University of California had a
committee of nationally known ^.

. newspaper editdrs 'conduct -a
study of this prUcticetT its eam7
puses. Serious questio s of con-
tinuing support for school
papers have arisen at many.
schools as tie result of this kind

'4)

of thing, and at Frond support
for the college paper was with
drawn. Thera have been some
difficulties here on this sefi're:

In these ciretnitstances,-the
.School of Journalism and the
university administration are
caught in the middle between
the complaints Of outraged, par-
ents and alumni and the defense
of press freedom for the news-
paper. It is daricult to explain

,whla student newspaper should
be perniitted to print words thit .
the young journalists knovitheY,
will not be allowed to use one
they get jobs in 1.$1e outside
;world, since none but the so-.
abed undetground papers pub- .
fish such languagt.

Before permAting the publica-p
tion of obscenities or virlgar-
ities, an editor would do Well to
consider the damagethat may be
'done. Serious consequences can
foildw from flouting accepted
.standards. For example, the
publication of an indecent pie-

, tture resulted .in the indictment
of a UCLA editor on a ctiarge of )

obscenity. .

Mechanics
A reporter writing a story is

required .to type, at the upper
left-hand corner of the first
Page, his own name and the
phdne number at which he can
be:reached in the evening.,The
city editor should turn baa.
stories not carrying this infor-
mation. .-

Begin the storyabout a quar-
ter of the way down th.first
page, to allow for notations at
the top. Triple-space all copy. Do
NOT divide words at the ends of
lines; this only raises questions
about hyphenation fbr the corn-.

r a

r- .
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posicptilie'cause the linet'as set
in 000 ni vififnot break in the
449 places as in the typed ye-

4 slot For example, dividing the
world breakthrough, at the ea of
a line may cause the compositor
to wondeVeifit occurs in the mid-
dle of a lines as it may wherithe
sets Re.whether it is'intended to
be Oven break-through. Resolve'

. any doubts about hyphenatiod,
and two Aierds, anii the like

4 b tsing the 'dictionary.
Do ,tot use any word wh

1 meaning y6u ate not'absolute
2, eirtain about. Hit is a Word you

4 . 4 not use every day, even if you
/I ! 'are'certain of its meaning, look' it up to cheek the speliing. When

1.-the writer has gone out of his way
to 4se an tintlsUal pr a foreign
word and then misspells it he
makes a particular het or him-
self.-

4,,,''llever strike over letters; an e
': Over an o, for example, or, any-, ; 0 thing else. If you make an error,..

AT.RIKE OUT THE WHOLE
W(YRD with X's or M's and start
'over so that eve rYthitig
stands is clean and perfectly leg-
ible.
. If a atery_ runs to a succeeding
page, type more at the, bottom of
the preceding page. Artvays use
an end-mark to indicate the end
of the story; the cross-hatch (#),
centered, is satisfactory for this
purpose.

Leads"'
,Try to start a lead with some-

thing interesting. Avoid begin-
ning with the name of, say, a
speaker unknown to readers, fol-
lowed by a longwinded identifi-
cation of him, and then, finally,
the topic .of his speech (Sexual-,
Moralityin the Andes). I n a case
;4'

-4
like this, the topic is generally
the, most Interesting thing, and
should be placed leftmost. To
avoid making the lead too long
or complicated, the speaker's
title and other inforMation
about him may be sated for the V
second paragraph,'
/Instead of writing: ..

t'According to Secretary Shir-
ley Gibson, the gloat speaker at
the luncheon to be held at the
ComMons!Rpstaurant Ott, Swill
be Dr: Gerald Smith, district
superintendent of sehpols at
Pasadena"

Make it:
"Dr. Gerald Smith, district_

superintendent of .sthools at
Pa'sadena, .will address -a

. luncheon Oct. 8 at the Commons
Restaurant." .

This.brings the interesting fact
to the front, a principle that
should always be followed, h
this case, the identity of the
source is of no importance and
simply clutters the lead, so it has
been Omitted. If it is desirable
to includesuch informatlen.Put
it in the second paragraph or
even later.
. Stories about speeehes are\
often led ofTin some such deadly '-,,
fashion as this:

"Arthur C. Clarke, science fic-
tion author, discussed the space
program and the future of an
advanced communications sys- ,

tem yesterday in- Retard
Auditorium::

Instead of handling it this Way, '.. t
which probably only repeats
inlormatirtn already given in ' A.
announcements of the,speech, AP
base the lead on the most inter- ;1
esting,,er significant thing the
speakef said: c'''. . ,,

. ..
"Television sets will be' used ct

for personal communication, av



well as to receive programs,
withinn few years. b

"This was'the preilletion of
Arthur C. Clarke..."

Do not attempt to get all the '
so-called Ws (whof what, when,
*here, why) into the lead. This
makes for too complkated an
introduction; mote,
than the reader can grasp with-
out going through it twice, and
he may be in no mood to do this.
Concentrate'onf.he what; that is,
surnmarize the story in the most
concise and interesting way You
can. ome newspapers' place
limits Of 20 or 30 words on leads.
Arbitrary limits of this kind are
undesirable, bettause they hob-
ble thOvriter on tied occasion
when he may need to exceed
them an can effectively and
clearly do sp. put, In gefiOral, a

dead should norexceed three to
five lines. . /
SSmoothing

ItrO/

uf
,

and the like. Tell whose opiniochit
it is; don't make it took hs If it a
the Daily TroOn's. Oulnions,of 1
the writer and eviffuatIons
belong in revibws, columns of
comment, and the editorial col-
umns, not in news stories. Do not
state accusations against people
in such a way as to give the
impression they are fact; always
be certain ,they :are AMU.
KITED. A statement, like "His
neglect of duty resulted in the
charge" isglaringly unobjective;'
saying it this way implies the
subject did indeed neglect his
,duty. Putting it another way,
great care etould be exercised
lest it appear that the pi,,ier is 1"'

' taking sides a controv6rsiat
matter.,

Completeness

.-'- A good test for-reportersland
copyreaders, for that matter) to
apply to writing, to achieve

. smooth, and direct expression,
S is: Would,' say it this way if I

were talking instead ofwrit g?
Putting things the way e9
would naturally be spoken s the
wdy to avoid involved construc-
tion and other common faults.
Reading a sentence aloud is a
good test. Ifyou stumble in doing
so, you may be surethe reader
will stumble too.

. ,

Editorializing.
,

Statements of opinion should
notylik given without attribution
in news stories any more than in
headlines. This applies to judg-
ments of merit, commendations,

Give aft the explanation
necessary so that a story will
stand completely on its own feet.
Don't assume thalthereader has
memorized some material fact
that appeared in pyint last Week,
or.even yesterday. A. long s ,ry
on the:announcement by can-
didate That he would s k the'
student body presiden rie-
glected, for eitample,toPoint eta
that he was the RM. candidate

. to announce, and also omitted to
give the date of the election. Of

, -cOurse, it is impractical to
repeat the whplebackground, of
a running Story every day, 12 ut it
is easy and-highly advisable to

'summarize it in a paairaph or
two.

Characterization

Avoid excessive characteriza-
tion. After saying in the lea(' that
two professers of physical



education will attend a conven-
.tion, do not refer to them in the
next paragraph as "the two pro=
fessors.' Say they. Use pronoups
whenever possible; it makes for
smoother,' uncluttered writing.
But be sure the antecedent(what
the pronoun refers.to) is dear
to the reader. Also avoid exces-
sive counting, as exemplified by
repeating tuio.

After a person; place, or thing.
has once been fully charac-
terized or described, refer to
him or it thereafter by the brief-
est description possible. If you
are writing about a hotel porter,
for example, after having mill-
tially identified him as such,,,
refer to him thenceforth simply
as the porter, rather than the hotel
porter.

Use it, not they or who,Ao refer
to organizations. Some reporters
pimp from singular verbs to
plural pronouns in the same sen-
tence, indicating they do not '
have their wits a bout them: "The
administration obtaitil advice
on such subjects, but they do not
always follow it." It does not
aticaysioliow it, to accord with
the singular verb obtains.

Such misuses gf they and their,
411 i h single verbs ("The team is
proud of their season") are some-
times called "the adolescent
they."

Refer to students of this (or
any other) university as men and
women, not boys and girls.

'Modifying Elements
Avoid starting sentences with

such modifying elements as "A
Rhgdes Scholar, he..." This is not
wrqng but it is overdone in
newswriting and has come to be
chdracteristie of journalese. Be

'certain, too, that when you do
start a sentence this way, the
modifying element has some log-
ical connection with the rest of \
the sentence. Not "A hodeartier
in his youth, the scholar has
made a specialty of microscopic
organisms."

Qudtations.
There is no reason why a story

should not start with a direct
quotatio5t. Often such a state;
mentjudiciously chosen, wilt
give the substance of a speech
or an interview better than any-,
thing else. Care should be exer-
cised, however, not to base the
lead (and thus probably, tfie
headline) on some stray fact out e
of context, whether a direct quo-
tation or something else, that
will distort/4)r misrepresent the
total effedt.of what was said.

Attribution in Quotation

it is unnecessary to give more
than one attrillution in a' con-
tinuing quotation: .

"This year's activities on the
campus will be spgnsored by the
new organization,' Smith said.

"The purpose of the program
is purely informational," he
added. He added or any other
form of repeated attribution is
superfluous. The second sen-
tence should have read, "The
purpose of the program is purely
informational." (Omitting he

added,)
On the other hand, beware of

the floating quotaliona direct
quotation that cfilies not have any
direct attribution whatever.
Even though there can be no mis-
take about who is talking, it is

11



considered essential to use he
said (or whateVery

Don't break into a'uotatiun
tto soon for the attribution: This
is a meaningless trick and it
annoys the reader. For example:
"We must,",pe stated, "run the
risk..."

Instead of this; make it, "We
must run the risk of making mis-
takes in order to progress and
acquireIthe benefits of a new
method,' he said.

Don't use according to in
attribution; it casts a shadow on
the credibility of the speaker

'(and it is also backhanded).
Instead of making it "Something
will tome of this, according, to
John Jones," write "John Jones
'said 'something will come of
this.'

Young reporters fend to over-
use expiisined in attributing
statements thht are not really
explanations. Don't be'afraidof
said, nor of repeating it. If you
are desperate for variation, it is
better to use neutral attribnlIves
like observed, remarked, added,
continued than inappropriate

' ones like insisted (when there is
no insistence) or contended
(when there is narguinent).

Said is preferable to stated;
stated has a formal tone that is
usually inappropriate to quota-
%inns in newspapers.

Quotations'Overused

Do not use direct, quotations
for ,commonplace announce-
ments; indirect quotation is pre-
ferable here.
, "A long-time influential and

colorful figure in San Francis-
co's upward spiraling artistic
whirl, Kenneth RexrQth will
speak at 11 tm. Thursday in
Hancock Auditorium," Dean

12

Hombr Jones announced.
Apart from the fact that the

statement is a little flossy, direct
quotation of this kind is not suit-
able for the lead, Which should
have stated simply that Rexroth

, will speak. lie might have been
characterized as an influential
literal), figure, hoWever, To slm-
phi)? a lead'of this kind, placp
the name ofthe person announc-
ing the speech in the second
paragraph.

,Oragmentary Quotations

Avoid fragmentaryquotations,
but when they are used, do not
begin them at an awkward point,
separating an article from its
noun, or a preposition from its
object, or an auxiliary from the
main verb. Avoid quilting single
words. 9uote only substantial
parts ofa statement.

Technical Matter
Many speeches and special

lectures on the camptis are
specialized or technical. It is the
reporter's job to present them
intelligibly to the reader. If a
speech cannot be reported with
out the use of unintelligible
technical terms,Iforget H; it Is
not a suitable subject fora news- -`
paper. On the other hand,
reporters should not hesitate to
ask news sources what they
mean by some unfamiliar
expression or concept. Such
terms should be explained In tle
story.

Be careful to tell WHERE any
event, including a speech or lec-
ture, was held, and under whose
sponsorship. This is material



information and the,reader is
entitled to it. The sire and reac-
tion of the audience also are
often matters of interest that
repOrters neglect to mention.

If a statement by a professor
or someone else is the subject
of a story, tell 'the reader what ,

the circumstances were. If it was .

an interview, SAY SO.
When speaking of events, such

as entertainments, not on the
campus, we should state
WHERE they are to be held, give

least the communtty,'and a
Street address if possible.

a When a., building (sueh as a
theater) is named without a loca-
tion the assumption is that it is
located en the campus. The Stop
Gap Theatre, for example, need
not be identified as on the cam- . ,
pus. But build ings'elsewhere
should be identified by address.

Don't use, or ityou are editing,
allow to pass in copy a word
whose meaning or spelling yoti
are unsure of. LOOK IT UP.

Nimes
The first,time a person is men-

tioned in a ,story, the full name
must be given; Dean Martha
Boaz (NOT Dean Boaz). One Ini-
tial is insuificient:Pean Martha
Boaz (NOT Dean M. Boaz). The

. full first name, fist name and
middle initial, or twqinitiils are
reqUired. Use thk style the
owner himself uses for his na'tne,
except that if he uses one.in'ti al,
give his first name (Sol H rok;
NOT S. Hurok). ,

It is generally cops' 'ered
ipapPropriate to Afe to a
woman by her last name alone

wa (Jones), without some title such
as Miss, Mrs., Prof., etc., Oven in
a headline. This, however; like
the use of Ms., has become a

stylistic matter that, as far as the
Daily Trojan Is concerned, is left
to thediscretion of the, editor.

Do not refer to a person by a
nicharno (e.g.,'"Ilappy".) with-

, out having first identified him by
his full and true name; and do
not do so than unless ho is widely
known by the nickname. More
latitude in this respect is-per-
mitted on the sports pages.

Reporters are required to pen-
ell cq, and circle it, over every
name in a story to indicate that
the,spelling has been checked.
Squaring (i.e., enclosing ,the
name in a rectangle with a copy
pencil) may also'be usecifor this
PUrP4e, Copy readers should
double check. Use the CainP4
Directory, the student telephone
directory, the list of student
names in the student affairs
office,,the biographical list in
the back of Webster's New Col-
legiate Dictionary, and Who's Who
as appropriate. If necessary,call
the library of the Times, or the
reference department of the Los
Angeles Public Library to check
,facts or names. The News ,
Bureau is a good source of facts
about the university.

The reference desk in Doheny
Library, though it does not offer
phone service, is another sou_ rce
of information.

False ;Titles .

Avoid the use ofso-called false
titles; this is journalese, and
also causes confusion over
capitalizatien. Instead of
"musician Joseph DoakeS,"
"waitress Susie R6e" make it
'Joseph 15oakes;a musician";
"Susie Roe, a waitress."

Don't pile up titles or occupa-
tional descriptives before a
name. It makes for unreadabil-
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Ry. Use the appositive construe,
tion instead, and set appositives
elf With commit. Instead of "Oc-
eidental College graduate and
Councilman W.O. Thomas,"
mike it "Councilman W.O.
Thomas, an Occidental College
graduate."

Omission of The

Don't leave the off the begin
ning ofany sentence in the delu-
sion you are streamlining your
style. This is journalese. It
makes the copy harder to read
and makes it sound like a tele-
gra nab

Inversion,

, Avoid standing sentences on
their heads by starting them
"Bringing t\erespace technology
,down to earth will be..." or
"Performing* the coffee house
is ,.." This kihd of inversion-is
tiresome and a hallmark ofjour-
nalese. Vary sentence structure
by starting with subordinate de-
merit's, not by inversion. Exam.
pie; "After the lecture, ques-
tions' were answered"; "To
,obtain the data, students were ,

su "rveyed."

Which- Bunting

When you cone to whir); in a
sentence, put a comma before it,
If the comma won't do, change
the which to that. The point of
this little routine is to help you
determine the difference
between restrictive and nonres-
trictive clauses. Nonrestrictive
clauses are set off by Commas,.
restrictive clauses are not. it is

'714

0

I

edits* unimportant whether
wh)ch or thqt Is used tojntroduce
a restrictive clause, although

'that is preferred.
The same decision, whether

itie.clause is restrictive or non-
restrictive, must be made con.
cerning clauses that begin with
where, who, when.'lf you aro,
uncertain about the difference
between a restrictive and a non-
restrictive clause, look the sub-

ject up in Words on Paper, A Die-
tionsiry of Usage and Style, or
Writer's Guide and Initex to Eng-

, Fish, all in the journalism library.
The gra& of this, distinction is
alentail,Almost without except-
tion, a whi.clause following a
person's name is nonrestrictive,
and must be set off. This is tKule
also of a which clause following
a proper name ("They saw the
Sphinx, which Seemed as
inscrutable as ever"). g

Remember that appnitives
must be set off by commas:
"William Jonei, a student,
received the award"; "The
speaker, Lucy Barnei;was late."
One of the most frequent errors
in both,writing and editing is to
leave out either one or both corn- .'
mas In ibid. construction,

Time Elements'
Do not .put.the time element

after the subject, as in "Dr. Her-
bert Harvey, professor Of
psychology, yestAday warned
students'..." It shoultd be
"warned students yesterday."
This mannerism of journalese
sometimes leads to atrocities
like "Dr. Herman Jones Tuesday,
announced ..." in which it may
look.as if Tuesday is the docior's
last name. You would not say
something like "I today regis-
tered for next semester." Don't

4



write it, either; illooks twice as
bad as it sounds.

Doliot say of an event that It
will happen this Sunday or that
it happened iast.Wednesday.
This and last are Superfluous.
Give the day alone, if is within
a week of the time of publica-

lion. lilt is more, give the date
alone (Feb. 17), omitting the day
unless there is good reason fcir
including
.remember that, since the

pally Trojan a a morning newS-
paper,,'what Is referred to aS

.,today in a story is the Wciter'S,
toMorrotp;,.the'Writer must k,

always be looking ahead to "the
fact that his story will appear in
the paper the next day after writ-
ing (or, in the case of kstory/Ao,
appear on Monday, three days
later), To' prevent contagion,
don't use yesterday and tomorrow
In stories: name the day of the
weekinstead. Today in a news
story means, obviously, the day
of publication. o

There is rarely any Ooint in
giving the day of the week on
which a past,eVent occurred. The .

only reason for doing so in refer-
enfe to ajuture event is helpiv
the reader decide whethor NO,
will be able to participate. Usu-
ally the day of tfie week is
omitted in both instances
unless, as stated, the 'event falls
within a week of the day oft:11051i-
cation, in which event the date,.
is omitted.

Young journalists sometimes
have the idea thattime-elementi
shc4id be'set DO with coin map.'
and write things like "Twelve fa-
culty members were named,
Wednesday,- as recipients of.
aWards" or "The Farm Workers'
Theatre will perform today, at 8
p.m., in the ,Auditorium." The
commas are wrong in such con-

structions.
110 not say in a lead that some-

thing happened recently; this
advertises the fact that the story
is an old one) Say-instead,
-James Jones, professor of
anthropology, Was been ap-
pointed..." (insjead of "was
recently aopointed ..."), and
give the Ole, of the event,f
necessary, lower in the story.
'.When writing a news story
from a prey release or pther
hnnouncement about some,
future event, check the date

,given for it against the,catendar,
especially to see that day and

. date correspond. if they do not,
consult the news sourCe.,
Double-check your news story
against your source material to
make certain you have coded off
the.date of' the event correctly.
Copyreaders must be scrupu-
lous about seeing Wit that any
time element used Ida headline ,
corresponds with what the stall),

. says.

Consistency
Be careful not to interject

unexplainable or surprising or
incongruous elements or facts,.

"into stories without explaining +.

them, For example, this sen-
tence appeared in the middle of
a story about a seminar on aero-
space fechn'Ology.

"The other two speakers will
talk on waste disposal and ,the
handling of juvenile delin-
quents, respectively."

The reader was certain to be
baffled by,the connection
between space technology'and
juvenile delinquency. Actually

. there was one, and the story
should ha% e briefly explainecrit.
A copyreader encountering
something jarring like this in a



story should see th,at an explana-
. lion is added'

Checking with
News Sources

It is a misdukted idea that a
reporter delheans himself,
somehow, by checking his work
with the source of information.
This notion, together' with the
fact that a part of our staff is
alwys inexperienced, can
cat^ some colossal' godfs.
Checking a story with the source'

'. for factual accuracy is not .the..
same thing as suhhiitting it for
censorship.:Thls source should
not be perrhitted to Influence
anything but the facts.,

Reporters should check direct
quotations as given in,news
stories with the source to be cell--
tainthey tire accurate. Spak no

. effort to.ensure that your story
is correct, factually and ntechan
lcalty.

Use of the Telephone,

Courteous and effective use of
tht.telephone is.highly impor-
tant; because the Daily Trojaii

, (like newspapers in general)
must depend on it so heavily.

Tc begin with,'answer the
...phone ';Doi/y' Trojan," not
"Hello." Do not insult, dispar-
age, or argue with anyone who
is helpful enough to telephone
us a story. Regardless of what
your opinion of it may be, take
down the inform6tion and make
such use of.it as is directed by

\ the city editor. THANK PEOPLE
for telephoning.

The reasons for ordinary cour-
tesy should not have to be given

moil no space be wasted on
them here. But newspapers must
rely on help from outside their
own staffs. A -perso.ji who has
been rudely or brusqiielY dealt
with On the telephone is unlikely
to call again. On the other hand,
if ho, ha's been courteously
treated, he will have a friendly
feeling for the paper and may be
the source of valuable and help-
ful information in thb future.

Rudeness on the telephone, as
anywhere, is chilillsh and
Unprofessional. The DoilyTrojan ,
has often been the subject of
complaints in thls respect.
'City room' telephones are not' °

to be used for pe,rsonal cills.
Check with the city 'editor' for

'`the procedure governing long.
distance business calls.

Mapery of the Dolly Trojan
Stylebook is a must for every
member of the staff. The editors 0.

should know every detail of sty14
without having to look anything
+up. New reporters must
familiarize themselves with the
Stylebook immediately. This can
be done only by, reading through
it carefully at frequent intervals,,

'and by looking up. every dou bt tut ,

point when writing or editing.
The city editor should turn baCk
to reporters stories that doobt
properly conform to style; nd

.see that the necessary correc-
tic... are made by the writer.
This is ohe way that new report-
ers learn style. This, of course,
does not relieve copyreaders of
the responsibility to edit for
style.



COPYREADING

The duty of the topyreader is
to understand everything that
passes beneath his pencil. His
Job is to serve as a conduit and
an interpreter between the news
source and tho.repol.er, on the
one hand, and the reader. on the
other. He has no business pass-
ing any statement that he does
not'understand: any More than
the reporter has writing what he
dots Nt understand.

To the competent copyreader,
merything that he edits is fair
game. If he finds the structure
of a Sentence is clumsy, he rear-
ranges it. He approaches names
with skepticism and checks their
spellin4 Ile verifies dubious
facts. in essence, the copyreader
takes responsibility for correct-
ness and clarity. lie does not
pass any word he does not,u nder-
stand; he looks it up. to make cer-
tain it-is correctly spelled and
property used. Ile has full free-
dom to make changes but he also,
has the' responsibility to know
what he is doing, and above all
must be careful not to change the
sense or effhct, or to introduce
new tacit unless he is positive t

of them. 4

Many errors appear in the
paper because the Copyreader

. or the proofreader is uncritical
or inattent ve to his job.
Copyreaders nd proofreaders,
not to nienti n reporters, often
make the wrong assumption that
although a given staternbnt.'
makes no sense to them, it will
probably be understood by
readers. This is an irrational
and irresponsible idea.

How to Read. Copy

Effective copyreading (and,
for that matter, proofreading)

- requires a drastic change in
,. reading habits for these pur-

poses. Students, who ordinarily
read with facility, have become
accustomed to skimming along
as fast as the difficulty of the
material will permit: flttlfor
copyreading and proofreading it
is nrcessary to slow down almost
to a dead halt. Not only must
each word be ,examined
individually; each letter of each
word must be examined to
ensure'that they arc all there.
and in the right order, Punctua-
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lion, sentence structure, and
facts all must be critically and
carefully scrutinized. Copyread.
ing and proofreading are ,far
from ordinary reading; they
must be done word by word.'

Checking

It is inexcusable to fail to use
the sources ofinformation avail.
alole. A copyreader, using a
pbcket dictionary that listed
unionist without the, definition,
only as a variant of urfionism,
wrote a'tdtally erroneous heaa-

which'a management
. spekesinan wasdescribed

unionist. Pocket dictionaries
are not very satisfactory except
for spellings It is better 'to use
the unabridged dictionary in the
copy rilam. With respect to defi-
nitions, it is invaluable in that
It gives sentences showing how
words are used..

Take nothing for granted:
6.slames must alWays be checked.
A reporter misspelled Ileifetz as
Ile iilz because it appeared that

'way'in an old Daily Trojan that
he was using as.a,source of Infos.-
illation, When we misspell the

;names %;:)f world-renowned
`people, we are advehising, to an
audience that is better edUcated
and more critical than that of
most newspapers, that we are
either careless or ignorant.

When uncertainty arises over .
the spelling of a name or a word,
it is better to look it up than to
ask someone. Peopleoften_mis-
takenly thinKiris a disgrace to
admit they 4o not know some-
thing, and consequently when
asked will guess at a spelling.
Looking it up will also save the
time sometimes wasted in long
debates by copyreaders over
correct spelling.

Use a Pencil
When editing or correcting

copy, use a soft pencil with a
thick lead (Eagle Draughting No.
314), so that errors can be
erased. Do NOT use a pen. Use
an art gum eraser, which will
remove the pencil markstut not

'the lyptng. Do not use erasable
typing paper to write news
stories.

Legibility

When copyreaders or report-
. ers write in a correction on a

piece of copy, they should take
pains to do it LEGIBLY. This
applies also to the writing of
tradlines. Print, if necessary,
and be careful to dispnguish
'between upper- and t9(wer-case
letters..The typesetter should
not have to guess aboXit any long-
hand correction or &Volt 4

Whenyou make a ediling cor-
rectlon on a piece f copy, de it
DECISIVELY; preis on the pen-
cil hard enough.,so that'your
marks are unmistkkable.

If a paragraph! requires con-
siderablerevisten in longhand,

'retype it, cut the original version
out'and paste the retyped ver-
sion in place. NEVER write cor-
frections or-additions vertically.
along the margins of the page.

Unnece'ssary Changes

New copyreaders tend to
become drunk with tower; that

- is, they feel impelled to exercise
their authority by making
changes whether necessary or
not. The copyreader must have
a good reason for every change
he makes.'Don't rearrange
things just Wile doing some-
thing.



Re Wsinn

If a-tfporter ho backed into
a stprydhai is, has Out the impor-

. tent point OFR at the. end of the
lead or somewhere else, it is the'
copyreader's duty to rewrite the

1 lead. But then be sure the rest of
the story falls into place. -

Cutting
Cutting stories Is an art, and

must be one with great care.
Preferably, a story should^be cut
from the bottom, and it should
be written in the first place so
that this can be done, that is, by
leaving the least Important mat
ter to the end. '

But this not always possible or
desirable to write the story this
way. When cutting must be done
from the middle, the person
doing the cutting must make cer-
tain he is not taking out informa
Hon on which sot lethIng later in
the story depend t, For example,
in one Mory, des_ crtOtion of
the-part to be taken by some of
the speakers at a luncheon was
cut out The subsequent naming
of those people without any indi.
cation why then made no sense.
If a' story is cut anywhere but at
the end, 'it Must be READ
THROUGH afterwards to make
certain it still hangs together.

,6 ideally, euttlrig, should be done
by the writer.
. When striking out a word,

.draw a line firmly through it,
leaving it, still legible. Do not
scribble or scrub over it,
because this makes erasure dif-
ficult if restoration is desirable
later, is sometimes happens. Do
not use;the delete mark in
copyreading; this is a proofread-
ing mark that Is necessary
because corrections in reading

6, ,

proof must be made In the mare
gin.

Douby. thecking
No story should be.settn type

without having been copyread
by someone OTHER THAN THE
WRITER, no matter 'what the
writer's position on the staff,
Copyreading is done because
writers, even the best of them,
tend to be blinnd to their own
oversights. It provides a double
cheek. .

SimilarlY, no headkine should
be set In type without having
been checked, in itself and
against the story, by someone
other than the writer of the head.
Preferably such checking
should beone by the news
editor in charge, who has overall
responsibility. Heads should be
checked again on the page proof ".
to be sure they are pertinent and
that they are matched with the
correct stories. Thi's applies also )
to eutlines.

Headlines
It is dead-dog journalism to

announce prominently one day
that something is going to hap-
pen, aqd,then follow up the next
day by sayipg It did 'happen.
Headlines like this indicate, for
ortp thing, that the copyrea secs
are not reading the paper to see
how the,previous day's stories
were ttandled.

For example, another head-
line read, "Goldberg Lauds
Corps." But there are number-
less corps. He ivas.talking about
the Peace Corps, and the head
should have said so:

Another h'ead, "Professors in
Agreement/On Existing Censor-
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ship," eonveyed just the
opposite or what the writer .

intended it to. The head sa id that
the professors concur on censor-

. ship, but the story said they
agreed censorship is an evil. If
the' teeond lite had read "On
Evil of Censorstip" it would
have improved Ratters.

And still another, "USC Busi-
ness School/Continues' Unique
Nang was too vague. The bead
should have, Oven some Idea
what this unicjue plat= was
instead of referring to it in
general terms.

Do not use anonymous attribu-
tions.in headlines in this fastO
ion: "University Has Improved

Professor.",This form of head-
line is peernissible but only with
the name of a person that is well
enough known to be recogniz
able

Tests for Headlines
Two tests may be applied to

judge a headline. One is that a
headline should be easily

. expandable (like a telegram)
into an ordinary sentence by
supplying nonessential words,
such as adiclps.

The olher,is that it shoUld not
be necessary to read the story to
understand what the headline
means. The fact that a headline
fits the count assigned does not
make it,acceptable; it must also
meet other requirements. Ac-
ceptability will be decided by
the news editor. Rejected head-
lines must be rewritten.

Although some compromises
are, necessary to meet the
requirements of small space, the
best headline is one that uses
the same language that would be
used in text. Avoid slang in head-
lines like nixes, fink out, stickup.

This kind
unfavora' mpressipn.,

anguage makes7tin

Padding

Av6id padding headlines; that.
is, including words that are-
unnecessary or redundant, just
to 411 out the line. For example,
in "Coed Groups Elect New
Spring ()Ricers," New is obvi.
ouslp padding.Now also is ofteh
Padiding, as in "Plans NoW
Under Way for President's Ball."

lit4adlines should be as
pointed, direct, and explicit'
as possible. Inexperiencea
copyreaders tend to write
hulhelbasket or wooden or tent:
like heads like "Research Pio-
glra m Appreved," or "Experts to
Gather," which sduld fit any of
a thousand stories. TELL WHAT
KIND of a research program, or
be specific in some other
respect. But be certain the head
precisely tits the storythat it
says no more and no less than
the story does.

Splitting

The rut* against breaking on
sense-orsplitting, that'is, ending ,

a line on a preposition on the t
to of an infinitive, or on)

*a mod-
liter that depends on something
in the next line, applies only to
the TOP tine of,a headline. It
does not apply, that is, tq the sec-
ond line of a threeline lead.
Decks may spljt on any line;

The rule against splitting is
not observed on the Daily
Trdjan, and it is observed in
editing,class lab se sions only
long enough so th t students
learn what a split, ead is and
how to avoid it.

/



. DeRiand.fieads
We do noeuse so-calied

demand heads, those that kaclin
subject and start with a verb, in

. the Daily Trojan 'fExample:
"Dertounees/Dry, Le?tures/By
.Professors").

A deck, howdver, May -start
;J With a verb as long as the'

implied subject is the same as
the ipbject thkt has been ex-

, ..pres)led &tithe main headline,
Ip the example above,, the

dell( begliis with lope, a verb,
.dal its subject viously is

7Cabers, the subject of the main
heed.

Rektition-
-

A deekmay not restate an idea,
repeat O word, nor. contain
another form of a word that
appears in a headline.

Example:

Resignntitt (belowl not Only is
too closely related to resigns, but
also causes the I.ast line of the
deck to bQ wasted on restating
aVdea given in the main head.

Base Heads on "pads

The headline should be based
on the .LEAD PARAGRAPH of
the stay; It should not reach
farther down fdr its, subject. If
the reporter has flot placed the
*Ain point of the stqry in the ,

lead, it shOuld be rewritten to do
so.

This applies to hard -news
stories.'The lead of a feature'
need not be based on the most.
important fact, nor need it ton-

' stitute a 'summary of the story.
It Is a serious error to reach
down into a harnewsstory for
some subsidiary fact,and.base
the headline on it.

rifit.iiie °F

:.Heelth Prpliotqpi"
For R06100100,
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Be Specific
Headlines sould be specific

and conyey something mealting-
N1 in themselves:

(dealing with a poll on reactions
to election results) was inane.
Any poll is likely to show a van'.
00 of f9elingS. The headline
should have told what the'pre-
doMinant reaction was, namely,,
that the respondents ,on the
whole were disappointed with
the way the election turned oUt.
Anti olgction poll is reclundant.\
Past
Passive Voice

News editors and copyreaders
should 'understAnd the _differ:
ence between the paOte4se (or-,
dinarily not used If headlines)
and the passive voice, .

Take, for,example, a story
about a special program for
Music ccitics. The headfine read

'1.

but it had been rejected because

indeed it was. passive vett in
it was in the paive voice; which

\a head. is to beavoided t'ittfr .

OA Lit IF AN EQUALLY 6001)
HEAD CAN BE WRITTEN IN

4 THE ACTIVE VOICE. Many
heads can be writt n meaning.
fully only in the pa ivelf there
is a chqce bety en a passive
head that shys something and an.
active head that does ttot, as in
this instape, JUSE THE
PASSIVE VOICE. A verb in -thee
Passive voice is.orie that acts on'
the subject. In hdadlitles, the
auxiliary that is necessary to put
a verb in Passive fortnNin the
example, are) islUsually omitted,.
but,may be stated to fill out the

. line.. .

When a headline eontains a -

past-tense time element(such as
August in the example below)
the verb. shbUld be in the past/
tense: .

which says little, and worse,
wholly omits the distinctive
thing about the storythat the
grants were made to MUSIC
CRITICS, .

" It turned out that the
copyreader had written a much
better head,

Length alines
A fairly,undorm length of line

is desirable in headlines for the
sake of appearance, but do not

\..f lose sight of the-fact That THE,
PURPOSE OF ;HE HEADLINE
IS TO TELL AHAT IS IN THE
STONY AS. SPECIFICALLY AS
POSSIBLE.

Remember, in'writing ahead
THE SENSE MUST COME

. FIRST. A unieOrm count is desir-
able, within reason, but this is
a mechanital consideration and
is secondary. Remember this ,



principleif it is necessary to
,setxt thestory to understand
what the' It adline means, the
headline is no good. A dift;er-
,bnce of as much as twe units in
the tenth of lines is allowable. -

lf one of the lines is longer, it
' should preferably be the TOP

-LINE. But this Is not absolute
eQher.

Names in Headlines

'Nam6 ofpeopleShouiduot be,
used in headlines, except for
obitultries, 'unless44' reader ,

can'be expected to reeognIze
pleat. This requires the applica-
flon of judgment. A good test to ,
apply whether.theheaOline
writer recognizes themarne him-

self.Ifhedoes not, he should not -

expect the reader to. What
names are recognizable de-
pends.0.11 the audience a tfewl-
paper reaches,

The name Hoover became
somewhat ambiguous for head,/
line purposes because thire
were two extremely well-known,
'Hoovers, Herbert and J. Edgar.
Even -in _an.Qbituary headline, a
charafterization !nigh; well be
preferable to a namek for exam-
pie, "Retired professor" would

n "). Willardtell more t
Frothinkhan

The general rule for the `use
of abbreviations in headlines is
that they !pay. be used only the
same way as in text. Names of
days (Tues.', Wed.) may notibe
abbreviated; nor may names of
months (Jan., Feb.) unless fol-
lowed by a date. L.A., S.F.,
and U.S. are permissible, how-
ever. Headline Writers may
freely switch between figures
and words, disregaling the rule
that governs text.

R

Attribution in Headlines
If a headline is based on a

speech, or 'statement' thatt-COn-
.1titutes a prediction, evaluation,
or other form oft:10110n, it must
be attributed, That is, the head-
line,must clearly indicate that!'
the'statement is omeone else's
IdeV. Stating opinion .flatly
in a headline, common error,
gives the reade he impression
that It is fact, or that the Daily
Trojan believes it to be fah.

Subheads

Subherts shotild be placed
4

between paragraphs at regular
intervals about 15 lines apart,-
o ad should always be more than
one word. 'the best subhead is
like a headline; it contains a sub-
ject and a verb ( "New Tests
Needed") but it may be a label,
("New Addition") and unlike a
headline, it may begin with a
verb o'tarns Degrees;')."
Subheads* are Written by the '
copyreader est he edits the copy,
If, when a story is 61aced in the
pate, it wraps in such a way that
3' subhead comes to near the
bottom or the top of the segrrient
of the story in a given eoiumn,
the subhead' should be struck
out. The subbead preferably ,

should be based on .the Infra.
graph immediately beneath,
rather than on something lower
down.

The purpose of subheads is to
break up a story and make it
more attractive to the reader by -
giving it a more open. appear-
ance. Subheads shoUld not
expresS opinions or points oC
view without attribution, any'
more than headlines or text.
Csual:y quotation marks take
catte of this (Witness Lied").

0 .



University Identitication
lathe Daily Trojan, we Can usu-

ally assume that people and
activities are part of the univer-
sity unless otherwise identified.
Example: a headline that read,
"USC Dean Sees/Cultural,
Changes." Not only was (SC
unnecessary, but it used up
space that could have made the
headlino more specific..There
are many deans at USC, but this
was th'e dean of the School of

. Music, and thus the headline
would have beat improved if it
had said "Music Dean..."

Checking Headlines

Every headline in the paper
must be checked by the news
editor in charge to see that it

accurately reflects the slob, and
that it is typographically correct.
This is one 'of the news editor's
principal responsibilities.

no headline should
be set In type without haying
been checked, In itself' and.
against the story, by someone

it other than th ....writer of the head.
Preferbbl) such 'checking
should be' done by the news
editor in charge, who has overall
responsibility. Reads should be
checked again on the page proof
to be sure they arepertinent and
that they are mt,t1hed with the.
correct stories: /his applies also
to cutlines.

Introducing Errors
Some of the errors in the Daily

Trojan would not have appeared
if the stories had not been
copyread. That is, copyreaders
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often INTRODUCE errors, b9
,careless ess or ineptitUde Or
misdirec ed zeal.

Abov all, copyreaders must
STAY ALERT. We once had a
headline that read,'"Comparty
/To honor/Two Coeds." But the
-coeds' " names, as given in the
story, were Carl Burnett and WU:
Liam Barraclough.

Holdover Proofs
holdover copy (copy that is

still alive but did not get into the,
paper) must be read drefully
for several reasons: first, to
decide whether it is still good or
mast he killed: second, to cor-
rect time:elements, and third, to

correet ptofreading errors that
may not have been caught.

flylines
'-

Editors should exercise care
in giving bylines. Theee are, in
general, two reasons for 6ylines,
One is to reward &reporter for
a superior, performance. The
other is to identify the writer as
the author of opinion expressed
'in special columns and 'in
reviews of performances. Indis-
criminate use of bylines
devalues them. Bylines may be
awarded C'd'rly by' the editor or
those to whom the authority to
do so has been delegated. .

tists of Names
When publishing tong lists of

names, break them into,,par
graphs of three or four lines
each, and simply continue the
listing, ending each paragraph
with a period. Do NOT begin suc-
cessive paragraphs in such a list
with such devices as "21150 ..." or
"Others named..." or something

4



of thiS kind. These devices ofte
suggest that the people named
are being ranked or classified,
or that some are more irnportan
than others.

In publishing such lists, as for
example the Dean's List, special
care should be taken at every
stage to be curtain none of the
names have been omitted. Such
lists are usually divided accord-
ingtolettersofthealpipbetand'

4s, some segments may be left out
owing to carelessness.

Quotations
Copyreaders should NEVER

- transform indirect quotations in
copy into direct quotations,this
leads to misstatements and to
juikified indignatiorton the part
onheterson being quoted. The
writer ofthe story is the only one
who knows exactly what the
speaker said and what he him-
self has paraphrased. When
direct quotes are shortened,
great caresmust be taken not to
distort or give a misleading
impression of what was said. In
general, compressing direct
quotes is a dangerous business,

Obvious lapses in grammar
should be corrected. Iran impor-
tant factual misstatement is
made in a direct quotation, the
true state of affairs may be
pointed out by the reporter in a
succeeding, perhaps paren-
thesized, statement, or by an
editor's note.

Copyreaders and proofread.
ers should doublecheck to en-
sure that quotations both open
and close; that is, that the quo-
tation marks are not left off ei-
ther end.

Do not repeat attributions of
'a speaker in a continuing direct
quotation. After once specifying
Dr. Jones said, simply continue

withithk4uotation. If the same
quol'ati runs to more than one
paragraph, lesve' the quotation
marks off the arias of all but the
last paragraph;but use them at
the tieginningof each paragraph
oof the contipuing quotation.

9

Leuers.to the Editor

Everything that appears itithe
paper requires editing for con-

. formity to style (except, of
course, direct quotations from
books and otheePhblications).
This applies to contributed col
umns and letters to the editor.
letters that are gibberish (bf
which we have printed a
number) should,'be rejected
entirety. Return them' to the
author with a polite note asking
him if/iv. can restate his ideas
more clearly (or more briefly, as
the case may bey

USQ a standard format and
ty pography for the signatures
(JOSEPH BLOW, Senior, Econo-
mics). When a letter refers to
somethingin a'previous edition,
look the material up'and insert
the date of the issue (Daily
Trojan, Oct. 4) after the reference
in the letter.
Letters should have misspell-
ings corrected as well as stylistic
deviations. There Is a tendency
to let letters run too long. They
sho-uld be cut in accordance with
their interest.

Do not allow letter writers to
refer mistakenly to a cplumn or
a news story as an "editorial."
Correct the identification,

Do not carry letters over the
name of an organization (e.g.,
Trojan Knights); require the
name of someone acting and
identified as a''spokesman for
the organization.
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Do not permit a letter Writer
to address some person or
Organization directly by saying
"you"; change it to the third per-
On, e.g., "the marching band,"
"it," "he." The only exception is
a comment directed at the editor
hlinself, since of cotiNe letters

the editor pre letters to the
itor.
It is best, as in ordinary head-

lineS, to avoid stating an accusa
Lion or a controversial conclu
Mon taken from a letter in the
heading over the letter. Such
statements, as in ordinary head-
lines, require attribution, e.g.,
"University Going to Dogs" vs.
"UniversityCritleized," By flatly
stating an opinion I4n a letter
h7tuding the newspaper takes a
measure of responsibility for it,
or appearto concur in it.

s

Numbers
Stories containing numberS

require particular care. ICa total
is broken doss!) into figures that
add up to it, the reporter -and
copyreader should carefully
check and see that the figures
actuplly do make that total. If a
person's age and year of birth
are both given in a ittiry, the
dates should be checked at all
stageswriting, copyreading,
proofreadingto ensure that
they correspond properly. Per-
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centages should be worked out
to ensure that they are accurate.
Don't take anythIngsfe)r granted;
mistakes are very common.

Urging Attendance
Such statements as "All

interested are urged to attend"
or "All students and faculty
members interested are
invited" sholild be edited. If
people are interested, they will
attend. Say simplP; The public
is invited"; or "Faculty andstu
dents are inved." The Daily
Trojan should ,ot put Rid!' in
the position of urging
attendance.

Nor, ordinarily, should the
reader be addressed directly
("You can.get the information
from ..."). Similarly, n2vs
stories do not call for the use of
we ("We can vote as we please"),
referring to the readers of the
paper, or referring to the United
States ("We took the position
that..."). Be impersonal in news
stories.

Choppy Modifiers
"The woman, unmarried,lived

alone," illustrateichoppy inser-
f'tion of a modifier. itie sentence
is too abrkipt and condensed

Better; "The woman, who was
unmarried, lived alone?!'



PICTURE§

The only way to prevent errors
and inconsistencies-A, cutlines
is for the writer to have full
knowledge of the story the pic-
ture accroMpanies,, Preferably,
cutlines should be done by the
writer of the story. If this is not
feasible, the writer of the cut-
lines must rmi the accompany-
ing story. Errors in cutlinet
often result when they are writ-
ten in the office after the accom-
panyincopy has been sent to
composition, and the informa-
tion available about the pictdre
is sketchy and inadequate.

A reporter should be sent out
with a photographer on every
assignment to get the identifica-
tion of the people in the picture.
The reporter should then write
the cutlines, with the assistance
as necessary of 2. copyreader or
editor. If a storyraccoMpa'nies
the picture,,breferably the
reporter writing the story should
get the-identifications. The
reporter is responsible for the
correct spelling and correct
sequence of the names. Pictures
attract a great deal of attention;
and accuracy here is of the
utmost importance.

Ishotographers not accom-
panied by reporters must be
intructed to get full qnd correct
identifications of the people in
the pictures they take.

Photographers should be
instricted NOT TO REVERSE
pictures when making pririts.
This leads to reversing the Iden.
tiftcations, which usually Pre
noted down when the picture is
taken. Every print must be
examined by a responsible
editor before the plate is made
to ensure that. the order of the
identifications in the cutlines is
correct,'

Every identifiable person in a
picture MUST BE IDENTIFIED

' in the cutlines. Be certain the
order Is correct and that the
names are spelled right. Cut-
lines must be checked carefully
at every stage of the publication
process, all the way through to
the page prbot

Remember that if cutlines are
written from a negative, the
order of the figures in the plc-
lure is the opposite of what they
will be when the picture appears
in the paper;thatis, what is left
to right in the negative will
become rightp left in the paper.
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When writing eutlines,say**
frOrn left or at left; not (I) or (1.0.

. When some people in a picture'
are seated and others are stand-
ing, it is well to iclentiry them by
this fact ("from left, seated
rather than by saying bottthtt and
top. bottom and top are more
appropriate when there are
three rows or more: "bottom
row, from left ..; middle tor sec-
ond) row ...; top row ..."

Do pot mix up present-tense
verbs and past time-elements in
the same sentence in cutlines;

.* Example: "Mary Smith oflare-
mont tosses a snowball while
13111 Jones scoops up a handful
of snow as they frelic on Mt.
Baldy yesterday." Either change
the tosses and scoops to tossed and
scooped, or put yesterday in the
next sentence, where it will not
conflict with verbs in the pre-
sent tense.

When writing run-ins for cut- 1
lines, do not repeat what is in
the headline. Soinetimes we get,
thp same idea served up in the
same words in headline, cut-
lines, and lead.

No picture should be
reproduced in a large size
unless it is of excellent quality.
By blowing up-poor pictures we
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unnecpssarily rail attention to
their low quality.
Creipitig

Pictures should be cropped
(that is; trimmed) to eliminate
unessentials and to fOcus atten-
lion,on the subject. Cut out dead
and meaningless expanses ofsky
or foregroulid Don't leave some-
one's shoulders or the back of
his head protruding into the pic-
ture; cut into the sIdaof the next
figure, if necessary, to eliminate
people you do not want to depict.
If the cropping Inust be done by
the photographer In making the
print, he should be fully in-
stiucted on this point, and his
cropping should be by
an editor before the print from*
which the plate will bb made is
developed. ,

When mug (or head) shots are
run side by side, the head sizes
should be the same,-or as nearly
the same as,possible. Disparate
head'tizes create a poor effect.
Further, the'heads should be
positioned similarly within the
picture. Leave a little space
above the head in cropping a
. mug shot. A mug shot, usually
should be no more than one col-

,

umn wide.



PROOFREADING

.Sometimes there is uncer-
tainly about what kihd of correc-
tions may be made on proofs.,
Editing, involving choice of .

4 words, changing construction of
sentences, and the like should.
be performed ON THE COPY,
not oh rrodfs.

Technically, onlymistakes
made in setting the type should
be corrected in reading proof.
But as-a practical matter any
error such as a misspelled word
or name, SHOULD `BE OA.
RECTED,on proofs evbn if the
error was not caught in editing,
the copy. Do. not make correc-
tions involving changes in ,sen,
fence structure on the proof,

Ordinarily, do NOT correct
style errorsabbi.eviations,
capitalizationon prooe-This
should be done on the copy
before the type is set. The rule
to apply in this case is do not cor-
reit unless the error is of a kind
th %t vould be noticed by the
reader. .

Proofreaders should remem-,;
ber that when an erroi is marked '
on proof, the compositor resets
hot just the wrong letter or word,
but the wholelipe, or, if addi-

I .

. tjorial words are introduced, as
much its the whole paragraph.

ConseOtte ntly, it is possible for
the compositor to,Correct the
error, but at the same time to
Make, a new error in another
word. When.corrected proofs are
being checked, therefore, it is
not enough to check jdst theerig-
inal error, lt,is necessary to read
the whole paragraph in which
the error occurred. A check
should alio be made to ensure
that, corrected lines have been
put in the right place, and that
nothing has been omitted.,

When. pagb -proofs are
checked, the end of every story
must be checked to see that the
last .sentence ends, and that a
line has not been dropped:

Jumps must be checked to see
that they leer to the right page
and also that they read across
from the front page to the jump
page.

When a story wraps from one
column to the next,'a careful

'reheeksbould be made on page
proof to ensucelhat the text fol-
lows properly from the bottom
of one column to the top of the
next. All'too often lines.are
omittesiat.this point. .
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Cuttirses thould be reatword
for word on page proofs as a final
cheek to see that-they are
matched with the right pictures,
and also to sefethat they cor-
rectly identify the people pic-
tured.

One of the things proofreader
(and copyreaders) should keep
sharp watch for is quotations
that open and fail to close, or
close and fail to open.

Division of words at the ends
- oflines is done by the computer,
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, sometimes iiitorreetly. If words
are inceXrectly divided,
CORRECTIONS MUST BE
MADE.If there is any doubt
where the word divides,
CONSULT THE incrtraity.
For example, achVevem
mer and executive ore incorre t

;divisions. Correctly, achieve -,
merit, form -er, exec-utive (or ex.
ecurive). Division into syllables
In diction entries is
indicated by h yy dots.



STY

All staff members, beginning
with reporters, are expected to
master these principles jind to
follow them scrupulously in
writing and editing copy for the
Daily Trojan and also for class-
work:

The aim has been to make, the
stylebook a%simple and consis-
tent as possible, The purpose of
a stylebook Is not to impose a far-
raigo of arbitrary aid superflu-
ous rules on staff members, but
rather to simplify the Job ofwrit-
ing and "editing, and to ensure
consistency in such things as
capitalization and.abbrevlation.
This helps to give our readers
the impression $4,v4cnow what we
are doing.

This stylebook does not go into
grammatical questions. If one
arises, consult Perrin's Writer's
Guide and Index to English, which
will:be found in the Journalism
Library. It Is a good book, Inci-
dentally, for anyone In journal-
ism, public ielations, or related
fields of study to own, together
with a desk dictionary, such as
Webster's Seventh New Collegiate
Dictionary, the American College
Dictionary, or the New World
Dictionary. Pocket, dictionaries
are virtually useless except for

E110,0Ki

spelling.
To make this stylebook easy; to

consult on specific points, each
paragraph has been numbered.
In the index at the end of this
handbOok, entries referring to
these paragraphs are given An
parentheses. Numbers not in
parenthetes refer to pages.

Capitalization

Capitalize:
(1) All formal and official titles

standing before a name: Pres'.
dent Hubbard, Superintendent
Maloy, Sheriff Armbruster, prof.
Caldwell, Coach Wilson.

() DO NOT capitalize titles
that appear AFTER a name, or
that stand alone, or as apposi-
tines: George MaloY, superinten-
den t ofschools: Arthur Wilson, pro-
lessor of history. Legislators
should be Identified by party
and constituency in this manner:
Sen. Edward Brooke (D-Mass.);
Assemblyman Alan Sieroty (D
Beverly Bills).

(3) There are some exceptions
to the rule of not capitalizing
titles when they stand alone:
President and Chief Executive In
reference to the President of the



United Sates are uniformlyeap. ,

itallzed. Capitalize First glidy,
but not presidential.

(4) Coach and chairman are
. consideted titles and are,

capitalized when they stand as
such before the name: Clutch
Joseph Blow; Chairman Rena
Rowe,

(5) DO NOT use nor capitalize
so-call&I occupational pr false
titles: actress Candice Bergen;
steeluiorker Herman Armstrong.
Place such designations
BEHIND the name, as apposi-
tives: Candice Bergen, the actress;
Herman Armstrong, a steetworker.

Avoid the hybrid of false title
and appositive that is even,
worse than the false title:4
"Summer courses will be taught
by visiting lecturb(, Harvey
Jones." Correct: "will be taught
1:7 a visiting teclurer, Harvey
Jones." (or by Harvey lanes, a vis-
iting lecturer).

Do not use such illiterate con-
structions as Ile was sitcom-
panied by wife Louise" ("by his
wife, Louise"); "They were met
by old friend Herman Aardvark"
("by their old friend, Herman
Aarrivark").

(6) In general, we use the up
style fot capitalization, which
means that we capitalize the
generic term as well as the
specific proper name'. Worn-
pier, Mississippi River, Roovvett
School (not Mississippi liver,
Roosevelt school).,Thit3 ptinCiple
applies to names addifesigna-
lions of all kindscommittees,
buildings,geographical features
(Stonewall Mountain); and figura-
tive appellations (Trojan Horse,
the Cardinal and Gold,. Old

el) Otherwise, we follow gener-.
pity accepted practice in'
tizapitalization. If you 'are in
dolt) about some term, took it

up In the diCtionary (there Is a
Websteri Unabridged In the
newsroom), and if the term Is
described as usu. cap. (usually
capitalized), CAPITALIZE it,
Capitalize subdivisions of the
government: Congress, House,
Senate, Legislature, Assembly,
Depirtment of Commerce.
SuperiorCourt, etc.

(8) Therd are two problems of
capitalization that give par.
fibular trouble on a university
cpmpus. One relates to the
names of studies or r curses.
They, are. NOT capitalized
UNLESS they are languages:
journalism, mathernatics,political
science,French,English,Greek; or
finless the course number,
appears with them: Philosophy , j;
110. In other instances when a J:
wont Modifies a number, ,S
capitalize the word: Boom 110;
Division 8, No, po not
capitalize names of degrees
when spelled out: dactor of
philosophy, master of arts
although ordinarily,these are I
abbreviated (Ph.D., M.A., etc.):*

(9) The other problem related
to names or aubdivisions`of tl
university. In cbnforMity with
our general rule, wecapitalle
these uniformly: School ofJeUr-
nalisni, English Depailmeni,
College of Letters,Arfs, and Sci-
eilees, Division of humanities.
(10) Some localisnis are

capitalized: the Raw,,. otithern
California. But not utt,lVerSjill
standing alone, in reference to
this or any triversity, Capitalize .

Judicial in reference tn.Men's (or.
Women's) Judicial. Make it Von
KleinSmid Center (VgC- should be "-
used In heacliknes only); bUt Dr.
(or Chancellor) Rufus ft. von
(small v) KleinSmicl.*ake it Bay
Area, Southland, Make it Daily ,

Trojan. in text (DT in headlines



only). Caltech may be used after
California Institute of Technology
has been named in full, Make it
Black Students Union (no apos-
trophe),

(11) We capitalize these terms,
which sometimes cause uncer-
tainty: North, South, tast, West
(and Northwest, etc.) in referente
to sections of the coubtry, as well
as adjectives derived from them:
Northern abolitionists, Southern
cooking. Make it East Coast, West
Coast. Also capitalize the West
ill reference to the non-
Communist world; the'East in
reference to the Orient, But
southern Los Angeles, eastern
Morning. Other terms: Negrd,
Black (in:reference to race),
Chicano, Red in the sense
Communist. Make it Vietnam,
Vietnamese. Capitalize Selective
Service,Social Security, Medicare,
Communist (in reference to the'
party or a member thereof, but
COIrttrittttiStri, the philosophy;
similarly, Democratic, 'per-
taining to the party, but
demixralic in the philotophical
sense); Army, Air Force, Navy,
Marine Corps; but a marine, a
sailor, a soldier,

(MIa) We DO NOT CAPI-
TALIZE these terms; adminis-
tratipn, the churth, federal,
federal government, nation,
mass, communion (services),
names of seasons (spring, fall,
spring semester, fall semester),
not these designations unless
they stand before the name as
titles: pope, pontiff, king; queen,
any more than any other title
standing alone,

Abbreviations

(12) ADDRESSES are
abbreviated in this style: 11 E.
72nd SC Abbreviate St., Ave., ,

Blvd., Rd., Ter., andbr. in addres-
ses; spell out Point, Port, Circle,'
,Plaza, Place, Lane. In references
ito a street other than in an
address with a street number,
spell-out the generic term t,
(street, etc.) (We drove along
Sunset Boulevard (NOT Sunset
Blvd.); a crowctgathered at Main
Street and 3rd Avenue (NOT
Main St...and 3rd Ave.)

(13)Omit the periods in upper-
case abbreviations like FHA .1

-and CIA. DO NOT coin such
abbreviations, for example, by
condensing English Communici-
Hon P rogramfor Foreign Students
to ECPFS, or the (UCLA) Board
of Governors to BOG. Such
abbreviatiOns are unreadable.
Call the ECPFS the program and
the. Board bf Governors the
board. This kind of abbreviation
has kecome a fad in newspapers,
but it is something to avoid, not
to copy. Obviously familiar

t abbreviations like USC (this is
the accepted form, not SC), FHA,
and UCLA are acceptable.

(14) Use the forms OK, OK's,
OK'd. These wilt ordinarily
occur only in headlines and not
in text except in quoted matter.

(15) Use periods with lower-
c'ase abbreviations if the
abbreviations form words,
otherwise not c.o.d., f.o.b., but
mph, mm. Lower-case and use
periods with a.m. and p,m.

(16) Abbreviate the names of
states ONLY when they follow
the names of cities: Fullerton,



Calif; but the state of Califortita,
(NOT state of Calif.). Note that
Calif. is the form ofthe abbrevia-
tion. If you are uncertain of the
form of any other abbreviation,
LOOK IT UP. Don't guess. Spell
out United States as a noun; U.S.
is OK as a modifier (U.S. foreign
policy).

(17) DO NOT use abbreviations
to designate buildings on the
campus or its' adjuncts. This uni-
versity is too big for that; the
abbreviatiofts only confuse
readers and force thent to look
up what they riteatr'SAC may be
used for Student Activities Center
in htildfinf's only. Make it Stu.

, dent.d4ctivities Center patio: A
complete list of university build-
ings and abbreviations !Ito be
found in the Campus Directory.
In campus bullAttlgs, rooms are
identified it thil style: Von
KieinSrn(d Center 200; Adminis-
tration (not Bovard) 349. But
Room 400, City Hall.

(18) Academic degrees occur
. in our columns frequently. Use
thern,in this style: B.A. (or A.B.),
M.D M.A., Ph.D., LL.M, etc,

(19) Abbreviate company with
itie name of the company: the
May Co. likewite corporation
(Corp.) and association (Assn.) T''

(20) .. Abbreviate tit ea'
uniformly WHEN TREY ST D
BEFORE THE NAME: Sen.
.Georgt Roberts, Sen. Roberts,
Prof. Andrews, Gen. McTavish.
Commonly occurring titles and
their abbreviations: Sen., ReP.,
Prof., Gen., Lt., Capt., Maj., CoL,
Adni., Comdr., Gov., Lt. Gov.,
Strpt Atty Gen. Abbreviate_,,. ..... ,..,

titles with both full name and
with last name alone.

Do douse fir, except for medi-
'cal (physicians, dentists,
veteri dans). Make itily,aliqm..
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Jones, professor of anthropology;
on first mention; thereafter,
Jones/ Do not give profesprial
rank (assistant professor, as-
sociate professor, professor) un-
less necessary. Often reporters
get it wrong. Simply refer to a
professor of any rank as Prof.
(Smith). When it is necessary to
give the rank, check it first in the
Campus Directory.

Prof standing atone is OK in
, headtines but not in text. Avoid

instructor as a synonym for,
teacher or professor; instructor is
a rank in the teaching hierarchy,
next below assistant professor.

(21) Do not abbreviate Presi-
dent as a title. Preaident (NOT
Pres.) Roosevelt.

(22) Do not abbreviate any title
that comes after a name, or is
used as an appositiverRoger.
Jones, professor of history (NOT
prof, of history); William Ander.
son, executive assistant (NOT

'executive usst.).
(23) The title Rev. is eschirce

of endless misuse. Let us sim-
plify matters by applying WI°
Protestant clerymeri only with

. Aleut ion .of the full name: Xev.
(or the Rev.) John Jories. There-
after, make it Atr..10130.1 (with last
name alone). Designate priests
rather, rabbis Rabbi. NEVER
refer to a priest Or a rabbi as Mr.'.

(24) The use of Mr. is another
source of connision. We do not
refer to anyone as gr. with the
following exceptioifs: a clergy-
man, as described above;'the
President of the United States;
the subject of an obituary; and
such designations as Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Rqe.

Whether the designation Ms. is
used in the Daily Trojan,%,er
whether women are referred to '
by their last names alone, is left



to the discretioa of the 'editor.
(25),Names of months are

abbreviated when dates are
given, WI' NOT OTaltRVVISE:
Dec. 24, 1964 but lett December
we went... (NOT last Dec. we'
went...). Do not abbreviate
March, April, May, June, or July.
Do not give the current year in
a date unless a distinction is
necessary. ,

(26) Days of the week are not
abbreviated in ordinary text or,
,headlines: next Wednesday, not
next Wed.

Punctuation
(27)Thislection will deal only

with a few points that cause
recurrent trouble. General prin-
ciples of punctuation are
expounded at length in Perrin's
Writer's Guide and Index to Eng-
lish, a book in the Journalism
LibrarY.

(28) Quotation marks go out-
. side periods and commas, end'
Inside colons and semicolons.
This is a matter.of American
printing praptice. `British prac-
tice puts the quotes inside
periods and-commas.

(29) When quoted material
runs into More than one para-
graph, leave quotes ()tithe ends
of all paragraphs exceptThe last,

begin each succeeding
paragraph with
marks. (This applieso. to the
use of parentheseS in extended.
Parenthetical material.)

(30) Use quotation marks
around:

Direct quotations (the exact
words of the speaker), and titles
of speeches or lectures or pro-
grams. Use italics (indicated by
underlining) for titles of books,
movies, TV programs, plays,
poems,'musical compositions,
periodicals, 'and foreign words.

Using italics correctly with die
names of classical compositions

is a tricky business, and requires
some acquaintance with music.
Qv not italicize Beethoven's
Symphon No. 5 (there are many
symphonies, as there are many
string.quartets, sonatas, concer-
tos, and other standard' forms).
if in doubt, call up someone who
knows; in this case, someone ip

' the School of Music.
(31) Excessive usp of quotation

marks is one of the worst vices
.of journalistic writing. Don't
apologize for slang or for col-
loquialisms by Putting 'quotes
around them; if the terms fit the
context or suit the needs of the
story, use them without apology.

(32) Avoid the so-called fra46
mentary qupte; that is, quoting
a word or two of what a speaker
has said. Do not put single word
in quotakion Marks 35 direct
quotes; there is no way for the
reader to tell whether the quote
is direct 6n apologetic. When you
quote someone in a story, even
fragmentarily, do so at least to
the extent of a half-dozen words
or more, and preferably in a
complete sentence.

(33) Direct quotations add
interest to'a story, but do not
quote just for the sake of quot-
ing. That is, be certain that what
is quoted has some special inter-
est. It is stupid, for example, to
directly quote soreeone on the
time whena meeting will beheld
or some other commonplace
fact. Use indirect quotation an_d
attribution instead.

Dashes and 141110-is

(34) The dbsh is formed oathe
typewriter by striking the
hyphen twice: The dash
separates; the hyfihen joins. If
you do not know the difference
between the hyphen and the
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dash, learn it. The common error
'is to misuse, the hyphen fot the
dash, especially in headlines'.

(35) Many common prefixes
and suffikes are not hyphenated.
This question can be solved by
consulting the dictionary. i'10
this before jamming in an
unnecessary hyphen.

OM The following prefixes are
set solid (no hyphen):

a, ante, anti, bi, by, co, cou nter,
down, electro, extra, hydro,
hyper, in, infra, mai, mid, multi,
non, out, over, pan, post, pre, re,
semi, sesqui, sub, super, supra,
trans, it'', ultra, under, up.
(There is a uniforni exception
when a capitalized\word follows
an ordinarily solid Orefix: non-
Cominunist, post-Victorian)

(37) The following prefixes are
hyphenated:

all-, exl, no-, off-, self:, vice-.
(38) Th4 following suffixes are '

down, told, goer, less, like,
over,' wide, wise.

(39) The following suffixes are
hyphenated:

.-designate, -elect, -in, -odd,'
-off, -on, -to, -up.
(4/) The hyphens are wrong in

such constructions as "Tke
bdilding cost $12-milllon";','The
boy was 12-years:old." But: "A
$124tillion building9;.'"A 12-
year -old bay." 'Make it from 2 to
4 p.m. (not from° 2,4 p.m.); but
April 6-0 (that is, April 6 through
9).

N tint be rs

(41)Alrept as noted below, use
figures far the numbers 10 and rs

larger; spell out smajler num-
bers, both cardinals and Ordi-
nals. Niimbers combined with
fxsictiOns (51/4, 9%) are always
given in figures, regardless of

.

si , and this is true also of de-
mats: 7.3, 2.64. Scores, votes,

h use, street, and phone num-
bers are always given in figlires,
regardless of size. If two min,-
bers In a sentence cross the di-
Acting line (e.g., 9 or lb) use fig-
ures for both. These rules do not
apply to headlines, where lig-
ures and words 'may be inter-
changed freely to make lines fit. '
Never start a sentence with a
figure, regardless 'of its size;
awl' it out (Sixty -six students'
will ...). If the figure Is large, use
some such device as 11A total of
960 students-..." (rather than,_

: "960students" qr"Nlrie hundred
and sixty students").

f shibn: $2 billion,
(42) ksumsotid large sums of

money in this
$18.millicin. D npt combine .
words and figures for numbers
below the million mark: 400,000,
30,000, NOT 400 thousand, 30

thousand. Use the percent sym-
bol (%) in preference taper cent
or percent, dive sums of money
and time of &Win this style: $10,
50 cents, 9 a_ .m. (NOT$10.00, $.50,
9:00,a.m.). Make-it 8 p.m. today
(not tonight, which iaredundant)
or at 8 tonight.

(43) Use the canma with four
digit numbers and lifter: 1,215
(not 175). ,.

Spelling

(44) There is only one princi-
ple to apply W spelling, and that
is; Either you are 'absolutely cer-
tain a word is correctly spelled,
OR YOU LOOK IT UP: Nothing
casts discredit on a newspaper
like rnisspellings quality,of
writing, the enterprise in report-
ing, the artistic sense and news
judgment shown in makeup all
go for nothing if the paper con-
tains misspelled words, which
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'strike the reader as an indica-
tion of igriorance to general.

(45) Spelling is the responsi-
bility of the' reporter in the first
instance, but-it should be
checked all along the line; par-

; ticularly names and words that
are unusual. A reporter should
never take down a name, even
the commonest withOut alking
how it is spelled There are vari-
ous ways of sp ling some of
them, for exempt Katherine,
Kathryn, Catherine; nn, Anne;
Linda, Lynda. Avoid referring to
people by nicknames or clipped

'forms: Mike, Al.
(46) Names of the members of

the staff of the university MUST
BE CRICKED in the Cainpus
Directory, the red-bound phone
book a copy of which is avallable,7
in the city room. Some names
that frequently appear give spe-
cial trouble:

kir ,Dr. Totton J. Anderson (NOT
Totten).

ne Rufus von KI-61nSmid
(precisbly in this form).

Dr.'Carl Q. Christol (NOT Cris-
, tol).

Dr. Edward N.p'Neil (NOT
O'Neill).
, Dean Joan Schaefer (NOT.,

Schaeffer, Schaffer, Shaffer).
Childs (NOT Child's) Way.
Sen. Fulbright (NOT

Fullbright).
NEVER allow a name to

appear with one initial (J.
Doakes); use full first name
(John Doakes), first name and
middle initial (John W. Doakes),
three full names (John Wilson
Doakes) or two initials (J.W.
Doakes). The form chosen
should he that used by the owner
f the name.
In general, delete-rnidaie

tials and middle names rroa the `
names of, students as given in

press releates an& the like, but
not from the names of nonstu-
dents. Names of university staff,
members should follow the
forms given in the Campus Di-
rectory.

'the University Senate is no
kinger In existence; it' has been
superseded by:the FACULTY
SENATE, I's the School 5fJour.
nalism, NOT Journalism De-

. partment,
(17) Name of students should

'be checked in the student diree-
tory or the bound books of IBM
registration sheets that are
readily available in the office of
the vice president of student'
affairs In the Student Union.

(48) Be certain titles of staff
,reembeits are correctly given.
Students should generally be
identified by class and major
'Joseph Blow, economics
senior). /

(49) TI)checking of spelling,
especially of unusual names or
terms, should extend all.the way
to proofreading.

(50) In general, we use tradi-
tional ortonventional spellings
when there, is a choice: cigarette
(not cigaret), employee (not
employe). Make It theater ,in
general references; but Slop GO
Theatre.

(51) Alumnus is male, alumna
andaturnnae(pluraDare female,
Us alumni for males or for a
!nix roup.

(52) Misspellings and Confu-
sions.

The following list of misspell-
ed and confused words should
be mastered. The brief defini-

' lions given here are intended to
illustrate distinc(,ions, not to
substitute for the fuller exposi--
tion in a dictionary.

accept, except. To accept is to'



receive ("accept an ap-
pointment"); to except is to
exclude ("freshmen were

I excepted froth the rule").
oaccorn moda te (not acconto-

,date).
achieve (not acheive).

( adviser (preferred spelling;
not

affect. Often 'contused with
effeFt: /Wee( is always a verb,
except !for a specialiied use as
.a noun in piychology that is
rarely found in writing aimed at
a general audience. Affect, then,
means to ipflitene: "the moon
afTects f;:jject, as a verb,
means-to accomplish: "effect a
compromise; effect a solution."
effect as a noun means influence,
residt: "the scolding' had no'
effect on him; the effect was con;
fusion"- Never affect in this eom
nection.

allege (not aliedge).
all right.(not alright; though

this form is now recognized by
Webster Ill, the two-word form
greatly predominatesand is thus
still preferable).

slnpint, (not annoint).
asioliae (not assinine) though

ass (donkey, jackass, blockhead)
and asinine are related.

as far as. Requires completion
by is concerned or goes: "as far
as the money is concerned."

barbiturate (not !whit wife).
bass-. The musical term: bass

viol, bass part. Often confused
with base, meaning low,
depraved: base conduct.

boundary (not botidry).
calendar (not calendor).
capital, capita The capital is

the city ("The capital of Califor
nia is Sacramento");the capitol
is the building ("thevdome of the
capitol").

chaise longue (not chaise

lounge,,though this form is rec-
ognized by some dictionaries.
Chaise longue was ol iginally
French for long chair.)

herds. See cords, chords.
141E; See sight,
Compliment, complement. To

compliment is to praise. ("Ili
complimented me on my French
accent." )._To complement is to
coniplete or fill out. ("The tan
sweater complemented her out-
fit").

congratulate. Invariably mis-
pronounced cony radutate, for
some mysterious reason, over
the air, and therefore sometimes
thus misspelled.

consensus. Usually misspel-.
led coi-7-icerisus,

cords chords. Most often con-
fusiTThIFFexpression vocal
cords (not ehords, the musical
term( for a harmonious pattern
of tones).

idtsauSLcieigrless. The form of
the expression, long since a
cliche; could careless reverses its
sense.

dairy. A place wheremilk is
processed; often confused with
diary,a personal record of daily
doings.

develo (not developer though
We stet fi recognizes this var-
iant).

diminution (not climinition, an
error prompte# by the influ-
ence, apparently, of diminish) or
dimunition.
ail at (not dispel).
ecstasy (not eestacy).
effect See affect.
ace] (not excell).
excy_pt_. See accept, except.
eitra_t4 (not exhihrate).
existence (Flot existance; also

existent, nonieristent).
exorbitant (not exhorbitunt).
extol (not e.r4P1).



.ettyberant (not exhuberant).
fictitious (not Act icions).
firatcane... The ekpression is

"first, come, first served"; not
"first come, first serve," which is
meaningless;

Rau ;Often, confused with
flout, To flaunt is to display
ostentatiously.("He flaunted his
learning"). To flout is to defy.
("He flouted the la* by speed.
ing").

fluorenent (not flourescent;
the word is detived from

fluorine). . .

$ra.minar (not grammer).
Frisly, Often confused with

grizzly. Grisly means horrible:
"the dead were 'a grisly. sight."
Grizzly is an adjective meaning
gray, though the usual form Is
grizzled. '

harass (not harass).
height, (not heighth,'an error

that is probably traceable to
mistironunciation).

hoard, horde. Sometimes con-
fused. A hoard is a hjdden sup-
ply or something stored up ("a
hoard of gold"); as a verb, the
word means to make such an
accumulation. A horde is a
throng or swarm ("a horde of
insects").

hypocrisy (not hypoc racy).
idiosyncrasy (not idinsyncra-

cy).
imply, infer. Often confused.

To imply is to suggest, hint at:
("He implied we were dishon-
es(.Y) To infer is to draw a con-
clusion: ("We inferred that he
did not trust us.") Only the
speaker can imply, only the
hearer can infer,

inasmuch as (not in as much
as).

infer. See imply, infer.
inoculate (not intioculate)._
interfere4 (not interferred).
irregardtess. Generally consi-

dered an error for regardless,
though recognizedkby Webster

its, it's. Perhaps the common-
est, as well as the most ignorant
of confusions. Its means belong-
ing to it. ( "The cat was licking its
fur"). It's tlfe,contraction for
it 'is ("It's a fine day").

fudgment (preferred spelling;
not judgement).

kick off. A wornout ktereotype
forbegin,open, Leave it to foot-
ball.

la. .v Past tense of lie ("We lay
on the grass"not laid).

lead; Led Lead (pronounced
teed):: a verb meaning conduct,
direct ("Lead me to your takttrr
"Lead us nbt into temptation");
as a noun (pronounced led), it is
the name of a metal. Led is the
past teose of lead, the verb ("Led
out ofelhe darkness"). Thus the
past of mislead is misled.

mate(not legitamate).
kg= (not liason).
libel, liable. There is no

excuse for journalists to confuse
these terms. Liable means subject
to ( "lie was ilableqo'arrest").
Libel is khe basis of suit for
defamation.

marshal (not ma rshall, though
this form is recognized by Webs-
ter III).

media, The plural of medium;
thus, the niedintare (not is). There
is no such word as inedias. ''A
medium of communication";
"MI media were represented."

memento (not montento).
Islearl,misled. See lead, led.

missile (not missle).
n)eket (not nickle, though this

form is recognized by Webster
III).

occasionlnot occassion). ,

oscillate Often confused with
o,ctitate. To oscillate is to move
to and fro; a fan may oscillate.
To osculate is to kiss:

Philippines (not Philtippines).
pore, pour. Often confused. To
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pore (over) is .to examine
studiously; one may pore over a
book. To pour. is to tip otft of a
container ("Pour the water from
the etcher ").

precede. Often confused with
,,proceed. to precede is to go
ahead of:("The bishop precedes
the priests"). To proceed is to go
forward: "Let us proceed".
There is no such word as procede
or preceed.
pipet pal rinci 'le. Principal,

leaTtlieans leading,
chief ("the principal reason"); as
a noun, it, means a chief figure
("the principal of a school") or
a such of money on which'inter.
est is calculkted("princepal and
Interest"). Principle is a noun
meaning a general or ftindamen- /
tal truth or a rule of conduct. 1),,

prhalege (not priviledge). /
ipt74164, prophesy. Prophecy/

(rhymes with see) islhe noun)
("He uttered a prophecr).
Prophesy (rhymes with sigh) is the
verb: ("They'prophesy rain").

quandary (not quandry).
reseLe (not redeye).
refute. To refute an argument

is to demolish it, not merely to
rebut or contradict it.

reign, rein. Often confused. A
reign- 717ipffiod,of rule ("Queen
Victoria's reign was a peaceful
and prosperous era"). A rein is
a line used to control a horse.
The confusion oftenest arises in
the expression free rein (not
reign).

renown (not reknown).
resistant (not resistence).
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rhythm (riot rythm).
oleo roll. Often confuled, A

44 is a part that is played. ("He
took the role of Scrooge"); A roll
is list, in the sense oftenest
co ('Used: welfare rolls, not roles.

s crile sous (not sacreligious).
orate (not seperate; one of

commonest of errors).
e (not seige),

Often confused with cite,
As ght Is something seen("ii
ly sight"), To cite means to
mon, quote ("He Was cited
speeding; The professor

sit
gri
su
fo
died Shakespeare"). A siteis a
yeation ("the site of the build.

ding").
similar (not simular)."
species. Often confused with

speeiT7X-species is a specific
classificatibn of animal: the
human species; Specie is coin
("payment in Specie").

stationary, stationery. Station-
ary means standing still ("a
stationary engine "). Stationery is
writing paper ("pink and blue
stationery").

statue. A sculpted image;
sometimes confused with
statute, a law.

spcerutsed e (not superce ).

vicious. visc'o means .
not flowing readily; oil is vis-
cous. Vicious means, depraved,
immoral.

weird (not wierd).
who's, whose. Who's is the con-

traction for who is; whose means
belonging to whom ("Who's in
charge here?"; "The rose whose
bloom has fled").
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